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Test Plan Summary / NISE proposal – The High Energy Electromagnetic Field Generator 

 

An electrically charged object (of 1 foot diameter, 1/8 inch to 1/4 inch thickness), in the shape of 

an aluminum disc (domed disc) or hollow cone, will be axially spun with rotational speeds of 

1000  RPM to 10,000 RPM (in an accelerated mode). While it is being rotated the test object is 

being vibrated by use of the piezoelectric effect, in that lead zirconate titanate (PZT) modules are 

mounted circumferentially in a cruciform configuration on the underside of the domed disc / 

hollowed cone in question. These PZT modules are vibrated by DC voltage (up to 1000 Volts) 

applied to them from the same power source which electrifies the outside surface area (only) of 

the test object (the inside surface is electrically insulated). Given currently available PZT 

modules (COTS), vibration frequencies should be in the range of 10
3
 Hertz to 10

5
 Hertz 

(preferred), with vibration amplitudes of 1 millimeter (preferred). The vibration would be used as 

a perturbation to the non-linear far-from-equilibrium system generated by the accelerated spin of 

the electrically charged disc. 

The test object is mounted in a vacuum chamber evacuated at pressures on the order of  

500 mili-Torr (rotor spin facility – dictated).   

A Faraday cage (possibly stainless steel) is mounted around the test device for safety of 

operation.  The test object is welded to a hollow stainless steel shaft through which all the PZT 

electrode wiring will be routed. This is a rotatable shaft connected to an electric motor via a 

gearbox which controls the acceleration/deceleration of the test object’s spin.   

There is also some control device (drive), preferably manual in nature, which accelerates or 

decelerates the PZT vibration. Spin acceleration must have manual control as well.  

It is of extreme importance that we have the ability to control the accelerated modes of vibration 

and spin, in particular the rapid rates of change of accelerated-decelerated-accelerated vibration 

and/or accelerated-decelerated-accelerated gyration (axial spin) of the electrified test object. In 

this manner we can delay the onset of relaxation to thermodynamic equilibrium, thus producing a 

physical mechanism which may induce anomalous effects. 

  



 

Table 1:  Test Conditions 

Testing 

Measurands 

Baseline  Objective 

(Desired) 

Available 

(Yes/No) 

Test Asset 

Configuration 

Domed Disc Cone No (needs 

fabrication)  

Polish of 

aluminum 

surface 

Smooth (0.1 cm) Rough surface Yes 

Thickness of test 

asset 

1/4 “ 1/8” Yes 

Diameter of test 

asset 

12” 12” Yes 

Faraday cage N/A N/A No (needs 

procurement) 

Evacuated 

Chamber  

0.1 Pa 0.001 Pa No (not Vacuum 

desired) 

EM Energy Flux 

detector  

> 300 W/m
2
  > 300 W/m

2
 No (needs 

procurement) 

Vibration 

acceleration 

Control 

Max in 2 min.  Max in 2 min. No (manual drive 

needed) 

Spin acceleration 

Control 

Max in 2 min. Max in 2 min. Yes (manual 

drive needed) 

PZT Modules 

(Hertz) 

1000 100,000 Yes 

Test Asset Spin 

(RPM) 

1000 10,000 Yes 

 

Test Notes: 

For our baseline experiments we recommend testing with 1000 RPM to 10,000 RPM accelerated 

spin and possibly 1000 Hertz vibration, to verify Equation 2, or any departures from it. (EM 

energy flux value in the attached technical paper). This is preferred from a safety and test 

measurement perspective. Also the test asset can be tested with accelerated spin only or 

accelerated vibration only, resulting in uncoupled effects. 

The rest of the testing measurands would have to be generated from research performed during 

our FY17 Feasibility Study – from inputs given by 4.0 Physics/Structures/EMI/ Fuels SMEs. 

michael.peretich
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BACKGROUND 

1. The Rotor Spin Facility (RSF) in the Propulsion System Evaluation Facility (PSEF) was requested to 

perform a spin test experiment on a charged disk test article to evaluate the concept of High Energy 

Electromagnetic Field Generation (HEEMFG).  Salvatore Pais Ph.D. is the Principal Investigator (PI) for this 

experiment sponsored by the Naval Innovative Science & Engineering (NISE) program under the category 

of Basic & Applied Research (BAR). The concept of HEEMFG and its governing physics was proposed by 

Salvatore Pais Ph.D., AIR 4.3.5.1, in a paper titled “The high energy electromagnetic field generator” 

published in the International Journal of Space Science and Engineering, Vol.3, No. 4, 2015 pp.312-317.; 

this article is included in Appendix A. 

 

2.  The HEEMFG effect is described as very high energy electromagnetic field intensities resulting from 

accelerated spin of a highly charged (excess electrons) disk, in a vacuum, at high speeds, with acceleration 

transients and vibration.  When put into practice, the HEEMFG effect could be used toward the design of 

advanced high energy density/ high power propulsion systems. 

 

3. For quantitative detection of the HEEMFG effect, COTS sensors were considered to measure the 

frequency and calibrated amplitude of emitted electro-magnetic (EM) flux of the spinning charged disk; 

where ‘flux’ is power per unit area.  COTS EM flux sensors operate over very narrow frequency bands and 

are directional in nature.  Multiple COTS sensor systems would be needed to cover the wide 3 Hz to 3.2 

GHz frequency band of interest.  To reduce complexity and cost of the measurement, the team decided to 

design an EM flux detector with a single sensor covering the entire bandwidth of interest but with an un-

calibrated relative amplitude output for qualitative only indication of the HEEMFG effect.    

 

4. For the charged disk, initial efforts on this program focused on the design of a charged disk test article 

configured as a parallel plate capacitor capable of rotational speeds approaching 100,000 rpm but without 

a method for inducing disk vibration.  A design using a ceramic dielectric sandwiched between two 3.25” 

diameter metal disks, incorporating a button cell battery to maintain the charge, was about 80% 

complete.  Test spins on the button cell battery (.189” diameter) proved survivability at speed was 

acceptable (25 minutes at 100,000 rpm); however, the parallel plate capacitor design effort was 

suspended in preference to using a commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) coin cell capacitor (.276” diameter) 

with orders of magnitude greater charge carrying capability. 

 

5. In September 2018, the HEEMFG Effect was evaluated by spinning three coin cell capacitors, each with 

4 coulombs of charge, at speeds up to 100 krpm with acceleration rates up to 30 krpm/s and under 

vacuum level of .42 torr.  The theoretical prediction by the PI for maximum EM flux intensity for a coin cell 

capacitor in non-accelerated spin at 4775 rpm (500 rad/s) in extreme proximity to the test article (~ 10-5 

meters) is on the order of 1021 watts per meter squared; this is a maximum theoretical value without any 

experimental validation.  The capacitor test vehicle and EM Flux detector/antenna performed well, but   

the HEEMFG Effect was not observed or disproved. 
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6. According to the PI, the HEEMFG theory requires the charge to be on the surface of the spinning disk.  

In the 2018 tested configuration, the distribution of charge in the capacitor was not known.  Additionally, 

the PI emphasized that the HEEMFG effect is primarily a B-field (magnetic field) energy. 

7. The current spin test effort will focus on changing the test configuration to ensure that the negative 

charge is on the surface of the spinning test disk.  A charge level of 1 coulomb was the PI’s requested 

target value.  

 

PURPOSE AND OBJECTIVE OF TEST 

 

8. The purpose of this test is to evaluate the presence of the HEEMFG effect resulting from spinning a 

disk with high negative surface charge (1 coulomb desired) to high speeds with rapid acceleration 

transients in a vacuum. 

SCOPE OF TEST 

9. The scope of the test program in Fiscal Year 2019 includes: 

a) design of a spin test configuration that ensures charge is on the surface of the spinning test disk; 

b) design improvements to increase B-field (magnetic field) sensitivity of the experimental EM Flux 

detector used for detection of the HEEMFG effect in the 2018 Coin Cell Capacitor test spin test; and 

c) a spin test experiment to evaluate the HEEMFG effect. 

10. The test configuration will use the vertical drive spindle (driveshaft) of the facility air motor to serve as 

the test disk and use high DC voltage to generate a charge on the surface of the spindle. 

11. The HEEMFG Effect is presumed to emanate from the test disk as Radio Frequency wave energy or 

Electro-magnetic (EM) Flux (electric and magnetic fields).  A qualitative measurement will be made using 

the experimental EM Flux Detector circuit that outputs a DC voltage proportional to relative amplitude 

(un-calibrated) for monitoring and recording.  The HEEMFG Effect is indicated when a large amplitude 

increase in the EM Flux Detector output is observed relative to the baseline noise level.  

12. The spin test to evaluate the HEEMFG Effect will spin the charged metal drive spindle to the speed 

versus time mission profiles supplied by the PI, shown in Figure 1 below.  There are two profiles, one with 

low acceleration rates, up to 2000 rpm/s and one with high acceleration rates, up to 5000 rpm/s; the PI 

would like to see higher acceleration rates if possible.  
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DESCRIPTION OF TEST FACILITY 

17. The NAVAIR Rotor Spin Facility (RSF) is located within the Propulsion Systems Evaluation Facility 

(PSEF), building 2360, Patuxent River, MD.  The RSF operates four above-ground vacuum spin chambers 

with inner diameters ranging from 24" to 106" designed to spin turbomachinery components up to design 

speeds to evaluate the structural and material aspects of rotating gas turbine engine components under 

simulated engine conditions.  Spin tests are typically conducted in a vacuum to reduce the power required 

to drive the test article and to reduce the explosive hazards when testing at high temperatures.  Spin 

testing always carries the risk of catastrophic failure of the component under test, so the spin chambers 

are designed to safely contain the release of high energy fragments; the safety containment features 

include thick annular steel rings for radial containment and a spin lid retention system for axial 

containment.  

18. Barbour Stockwell, Inc. (BSI) vertical drive shaft air motors (or drive turbine) are used to drive the test 

rotors. The RSF has a range of air motors sizes, from 1.5” to 14”, to handle test articles up to 4000 lbs.  and 

speeds up to 150,000 rpm and has the capability to conduct heated tests up to 2000 degrees Fahrenheit.  

The air motor and test rotor are assembled to a spin chamber lid in a separate build up shop and then 

transported by overhead crane to the spin chamber.   Spin chambers are operated from a remotely 

located control room with independent controls and data acquisition for each chamber.  Reinforced 

concrete walls separate the spin chamber from the buildup shop and control room for personnel safety. 

The spin test controls are set up to allow unmanned 24/7 automated cycling of test rotors and automatic 

shutdown of the test when test rotor or air motor health parameters exceed preset limits. 

19. The RSF has three 2600 cfm compressors supplying compressed air to the air motors that drive the 

tests.  Each chamber has a BSI model TC-4 automated speed controller that controls the supply of air to 

the air motor for cyclic or dwell control of test rotor speed.  Each chamber has its own vacuum pump to 

evacuate the chamber with testing performed at best achievable vacuum below 1 torr, typically around 

0.5 torr.  Each chamber has a Pacific model 6000 data acquisition system for recording test rotor and 

facility parameter data, display of data for real-time monitoring, signal conditioning for the majority of 

parameters, and safety shutdown capability. 

20. RSF has one APEX high speed data system capable of recording signals at 200 kHz sample rate with 

software for monitoring, recording and playback of the resulting large data files. The APEX system will be 

used to record the EM flux Detector output signal for primary indication of the HEEMFG Effect. 
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DESCRIPTION OF TEST CONFIGURATION CONCEPT 

 

21. The vertical drive spindle (driveshaft) of the spin facility’s air motor serves as the test disk; specifically, 

the last approximately ½” of the 5/16” diameter spindle that extends into the vacuum spin chamber. 

22.  A high DC voltage is used to pull charge (excess electrons) to the surface of the rotating spindle and 

maintain the charge when the spindle is rotating.  To do this, a stationary cylindrical iron core surrounds 

the test disk spindle (solid cylinder) separated by a cylindrical cross-section of dielectric material.  A high 

voltage connected across the iron core and spindle forms a capacitive circuit; the iron core connects to the 

positive (+) side and the spindle to the negative (-) side of a high DC voltage power supply.  The electric 

field developed between the iron core and spindle develops charge (excess electrons) on the spindle 

where the iron core overlaps the spindle’s surface.  The higher the voltage, the higher the charge.  The 

voltage is kept below the breakdown voltage of the dielectric material to avoid an electrical discharge or 

arc into the iron core damaging the dielectric material. 

23. The breakdown voltage for air under spin chamber vacuum conditions of .4 Torr is about 3.8 kV 

(kilovolt) per inch of air gap.   A .09 inch radial thickness dielectric material with a dielectric strength of 500 

kV per inch of thickness has a breakdown voltage value of 45 kV.   

24. The amount of charge on the spindle is a function of voltage, dielectric strength, and the amount of 

spindle surface area overlapped by the iron core.  The capacitive circuit formed by the iron core, dielectric 

material, and spindle concentric cylinders, including the air gap clearances in between, is modelled as a 

multiple dielectric cylinder capacitor.  A charge level of 2.9x10E-08 coulombs is estimated for the custom 

spindle that extends .41” into the Iron Core. The radial air gap clearance between spindle and dielectric 

material is .06”; the radial air gap clearance between dielectric material and iron core is .163”.  Detailed 

calculation of the spindle charge level is given in Appendix B. 

25. The HEEMFG Effect is enabled by rotating the spindle through various speed profiles with a surface 

charge on the spindle. 

26. The HEEMFG Effect is presumed to occur in the form of RF waves (electric and magnetic) emanating 

from the test disk (Spindle). This electro-magnetic (EM) flux will be sensed by a coil style antenna mounted 

as close as possible to the iron core and spindle but far enough away to prevent arcing. 

27. A corona discharge between the positively (+) charged iron core and the nearby negatively (-) charged 

spin chamber surfaces is expected to occur at some voltage below the breakdown voltage of the dielectric 

material.  A corona discharge will be sensed by the EM Flux Detector circuit increasing the baseline noise 

level of the EM Flux Detector output; sensing of corona discharge will be used as an indication that high 

voltage has been applied to the iron core and the high voltage power supply is operational. 
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DESCRIPTION OF INSTALLATION AND TEST EQUIPMENT 

Test Setup 

28. The test setup is shown in Figures 3 and 4 below.  The test will be performed in RSF spin chamber #4 

located in PSEF room 72 and operated remotely from the control room (PSEF room 81).  It consists of an 

air motor with integral drive spindle, spin lid, and vacuum chamber with internal lead brick lined steel 

containment ring.   

29. A small high speed air motor powered by compressed air drives the spindle up to rotational speeds of 

105,000 rpm. The air motor’s 5/16” diameter vertical drive spindle extends down through the spin lid into 

the vacuum chamber.  The Air Motor’s turbine rotor shaft is supported in two, electrically non-conductive, 

ceramic bearings and held in place axially with a rotor locknut.  Rotational speed is measured with a hall-

effect style speed probe reading six teeth on the rotor locknut.  A Spindle Nut connects the top of the 

Spindle to the rotor.  The spindle is constrained in the radial direction at the top end, but the bottom end 

in the spin chamber is free to move in the radial direction.  A squeeze film Damper section provides 

damping to the rotating spindle. 

30.  One proximity probe is used to monitor radial displacement (wobble) 1 inch from the end of the 

Spindle.  During tests where the HEEMFG effect will be enabled, the proximity probe will be powered off 

and the lead end stowed in an electrically grounded metal box to prevent electromagnetic interference 

(EMI). 

31. The Iron Core mounts inside the Dielectric Insulator, held captive with two plastic bolts and washers.  

The Dielectric Insulator mounts to the rig via a metal Adapter Plate which is bolted to the Proximity Probe 

Mount.  The Dielectric Insulator provides the dielectric for the Iron Core/Spindle capacitive circuit.  Its one-

piece design is shaped to increase the arc path length between the Iron Core and nearby electrically 

grounded conductive surfaces to prevent arcing.  The shortest arc path to ground is between the Iron Core 

and the metal Adapter Plate at 14.5” requiring 55 kV at the Iron Core for arcing to occur. 

32. The Dielectric Insulator is .09” radial thickness where it passes through the Iron Core; the .09” 

thickness provides for a 45 kV breakdown voltage which should prevent arcing through this material when 

43kV is applied to the Iron Core to charge the Spindle.  There is a .06” radial air gap between the Spindle 

and Dielectric Insulator to allow clearance for the Spindle rotation and lateral motion due to whirl 

vibration.  The radial air gap clearance between Dielectric Insulator and the Iron Core is .163”. 

33. A High Voltage DC Power Supply provides up to positive (+) 43 kVDC to the Iron Core.  The power 

supply negative (-) lead is connected to earth ground.  A stationary spring loaded Grounding Brush makes 

contact with the top of the rotating spindle; this electrically connects the spindle to earth ground 

completing the high voltage circuit with the Iron Core. An instrumentation slip ring is not used to ground 

the spindle due to voltage, rotational speed, and acceleration limitations. 
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Figure 3.  Spin Test Setup Diagram 
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Figure 4.  Spin Test Setup Photographs 
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34. The High Voltage Power Supply is powered by a separate 12 volt DC Power Supply box mounted 

outside the spin chamber.  The DC power Supply box is powered by 115 Vac via corded plug.   A High 

Voltage Controller box provides remote control of the High Power Supply from the control room; it 

provides for switched enable/disable function, switched power on/off function, and output voltage 

adjustment via a ten-turn pot. 

35.   The Spin Chamber, Spin Lid, Air Motor, Grounding Brush, Brush Mount, Spindle, Proximity Probe 

Mount, Adapter Plate, Arc Arrestor, vacuum pump piping/flanges connection, and spin chamber mounted 

instrumentation are all connected to earth ground so they are all at the same electrical potential of 0 

volts. 

36. Sensing of the HEEMFG Effect is accomplished with a wire-wound coil style receiver antenna inside the 

spin chamber, positioned directly below the Spindle.  The top of the Antenna coil is 22.5” away from the 

Iron Core surface, far enough away to lower the risk of arcing to the Antenna. The Antenna’s output signal 

is connected to the ungrounded (floating) input circuit of the EM flux Detector mounted outside the spin 

chamber.  The EM Flux Detector is powered by 115 Vac via corded plug. 

37. Arcing inside the vacuum spin chamber will damage the Antenna coil and the sensitive EM Flux 

Detector circuit, so to mitigate this risk, an Arc Arrestor is installed between the Iron Core and Antenna, 

20” from the Iron Core.  The Arc Arrestor utilizes “points” for protection, with minimal interference of any 

EM signal. 

38. The Antenna and Arc Arrestor are suspended from the Dielectric Insulator using electrically insulating 

plastic ¼”-20 threaded rod and secured using plastic washers and nuts. 

39. The EM Flux Detector’s output signal is -10 to +10 VDC with baseline “zero” adjustment set to -3.0 

VDC; the output is connected to an APEX high speed data system located in the control room via a 100+ 

feet of EMI shielded signal cable.  An APEX Protection Unit provides overvoltage protection to the APEX’s -

10 to +10 VDC input.  The APEX system is used to monitor and record, at 200 kilo-samples/sec, the EM Flux 

Detector’s DC output signal for indication of the HEEMFG Effect.  The Detector is designed to provide a DC 

output for EM detection; this is for detection beyond the Nyquist frequency which is 100 kHz with the 

APEX 200 kHz sample rate.  Each conductor external to the chamber is run through grounded metal 

conduit for EMI protection. 

40. There are a total of five (5) cable penetrations in the spin lid: one high voltage cable connecting the 

high voltage power supply output to the Iron Core; two antenna high voltage wires that connect to the EM 

Flux Detector to the Receiver Antenna leads; one proximity probe cable; and one cable connecting the Arc 

Arrestor to earth ground.  The cables penetrate the spin lid using rubber grommet style compression 

fittings. 

41. The all metal spin chamber entirely encloses the test disk and acts as a faraday cage to shield the test 

setup from unwanted external electromagnetic interference (EMI or noise) that could interfere with the 

EM flux measurement and/or cause a false positive indication and keep any potential radiation generated 

by the HEEMFG effect inside the chamber. 
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Test Specific Hardware 

42. Custom hardware designed or procured specifically for this test setup are described below.  See 

Appendix B for hardware drawings. 

43. Spindle (Custom):  This part was manufactured from a BSI model 2529-B solid steel vertical drive 

spindle blank (5/16” dia.).  The spindle driven-end has the standard ¼” square drive and ¼”-28 threaded 

feature for connection to the air motor’s turbine rotor.   A precision .18” diameter by .18” tall extension 

was added to the top of the spindle to provide a precision surface for the graphite grounding brush to 

contact axially on the top of the spindle.  

44. Spindle (Standard):  This standard solid steel vertical drive spindle is BSI model 2529R.   The spindle 

driven-end has the standard ¼” square drive and ¼”-28 threaded feature for connection to the air motor’s 

turbine rotor.   The machined finish at the spindle’s ends varies depending on the batch of spindles 

received; some spindles have machined centers on each end which is not suitable for contact with the 

grounding brush while others have a ground surface that may be flat enough to provide a precision 

surface for the graphite grounding brush to contact axially on the top of the spindle.    

45. Dielectric Insulator:   Custom one-piece plastic part machined from a single billet of Acetal Copolymer. 

This provides the dielectric in the annulus between the iron core and spindle.  Its nominal dielectric 

strength is 500 kV per inch of thickness.  The radial thickness is .090” which provides a nominal dielectric 

breakdown voltage of 45 kV.  It is bolted to the Adapter Plate using plastic electrically insulating ¼-20 

screws.    It is designed as one piece to increase the air prevent the positively charged iron core from 

arcing to the spindle through the dielectric material or to nearby metal surfaces such as the spin chamber 

or Adapter Plate through the air path. 

46. Iron Core:  Custom cylindrically shaped iron part with dimensions of 3.9 OD x .938 ID x .762 tall inches.  

Mounts with clearance fits to inside of Dielectric Insulator using two electrically insulating plastic ¼-20 

screws and plastic washers.  The Iron Core is connected to the (+) high voltage lead of the High DC Voltage 

Power Supply using a ¼”-20 screw. 

47.  Adapter Plate:  Custom steel adapter plate for mounting of Dielectric Insulator.  Mounts to underside 

of Proximity Probe Mount with four low profile socket head cap screws.   

48. Probe Mount:  Custom aluminum mount to hold the proximity probes. Mounts to and pilots on the air 

motor damper section with four socket head cap screws.  

49. Grounding Brush Mount:  Custom aluminum mount that installs onto the top of the air motor to 

position a grounding brush for axial contact with the top of rotating spindle. It installs with two #8-32x5/8” 

socket head cap screws. 
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50. Grounding Brush:  The grounding brush provides for electrical grounding of the rotating spindle.  It is a 

small spring loaded graphite brush, 1/8” x 3/16”, mounted in a .75 x .75 inch metal holder.  It is mounted 

to the Grounding Brush Mount using a #4-40 UNF screw for axial contact of the top surface of the spindle.  

The brush is adjusted so it contacts top of spindle and .090” to .125” from its metal holder. The electrical 

path to ground is through the frame of the brush into the mounting screw, into the Grounding Brush 

Mount, into the Air Motor, and then into the Spin Lid earth ground connection.  No lubrication is required. 

It is commercially available as Helwig Carbon Bearing Protector Kit BPK-IM2.  Air cooling of the brush is not 

necessary according to the manufacturer; however, as added insurance against mechanical failure, a jet of 

compressed air will be directed at the brush/spindle contact to dissipate heat; this is not shown in the 

Figure 3 test setup diagram. 

51. Grounding Cables:  Size 000 copper wire used to connect the spin lid, spin chamber, and connected 

vacuum pump piping to earth ground and instrumentation ground.  These ground connections provide 

EMI protection of the measurement and shock hazard safety for personnel. 

52. Proximity Probe EMI Shielding Box: Metal box tied to earth ground for shielding the end of the 

proximity probe cable when not in use. 

High DC Voltage Instrumentation 

53. Test specific custom designed and manufactured high voltage instrumentation is described below.  

See Appendix C for electrical diagrams. 

54. High Voltage Power Supply:  An Ultra Volt Inc. model 40A12-P4-F-M-C-Y20-48-P2 high voltage DC-DC 

converter provides up to +43 kVdc positive (+) to the Iron Core.  This is a low output power component 

made for space applications and is customized with the following features: A series, +40kVdc, 4 Watt, with 

Ripple Stripper Filter, high voltage lead 48” cable, Six-sided Mu-Metal Shield, with RF tight aluminum 

enclosure, and epoxy potting overflow to eliminate voids.  It is mounted outside the spin chamber on the 

spin chamber lid with the insulated high voltage lead routed to inside the chamber through an electrically 

insulated chamber lid penetration.  Output voltage is controlled through an external 0 to 5 Volt DC input 

signal corresponding to a 0 to 107.5% of rated volts output or 0 to 43 kV.   The High Voltage Power Supply 

requires 12 VDC power. 

55. DC Power Supply:  This is a custom power supply to provide 12 volts DC power to the High Voltage DC 

Power Supply.  It is located on the chamber 4 spin lid.  It requires 115 Vac power.  It has internal filters to 

clean up any voltage ripple to ensure the output is pure DC. 

56. High Voltage Controller:  This is a custom control box for remote control of the High Voltage DC Power 

Supply.  It provides for switched enable/disable function, switched power on/off function, and output 

voltage adjustment via a ten-turn pot.  The controller box provides on/off function by switching the DC 

Power Supply 12 VDC output on or off; it provides enable/disable and voltage output functions through 

direct cable connections to the High Voltage Power Supply. Voltage adjustment on this controller outputs 

a 0 - 5 VDC signal to adjust the voltage output of the High Voltage Power Supply from 0 to 43 kV.  
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EM Flux (HEEMFG) Detection Instrumentation 

57. Test specific HEEMFG detection instrumentation are described below.  See Appendix C for instrument 

diagrams. 

58. Receiver Antenna: The receiving antenna consists of a self-supporting wire wound coil with two 24” 

leads terminated on a terminal strip.  It is constructed of six (6) layers of 30 AWG magnet wire with 

dimensions of 5/8” inside diameter x 1” tall. It is sensitive to radio frequency (RF) waves, both E-field 

(electric) and B-field (magnetic) waves. 

59. Arc Arrestor: This device protects the Receiver Antenna from being damaged from an arc.  It is 

mounted 2.5 inches above the top of the Receiver Antenna. It has four equally spaced radial conductive 

tips tied to earth ground to bleed off charge before it can arc to the Receiver Antenna with negligible 

attenuation of any EM wave. 

60. EM flux Detector:  This device is a custom signal detector circuit designed and fabricated by PSEF to 

provide an output signal for qualitative indication of the “HEEMFG Effect”. The detector circuit converts 

the “HEEMFG Effect” ac voltage signal output of the radio frequency (RF) receiving antenna surrounding 

the test article to a voltage proportional to relative amplitude (un-calibrated) for monitoring and recording 

on the APEX high speed data system.  The detector’s input is floating and not electrically grounded. The 

detector’s output is transitioned smoothly to a purely dc value above 100kHz for compatibility with the 

APEX data system. The signal is pure ac below 15kHz and a combination of ac riding on dc between 15kHz 

to 100kHz, then changes to DC for all frequencies above 100 kHz.   It can detect continuous sinusoidal RF 

wave voltage signals over an ultra-wide sub 1 Hz to 4 GHz frequency band and RF wave bursts greater than 

.5 µsec in duration.  The design intent is to have the EM flux detector output at least 2 volts dc for very low 

power level ac signals from the antenna, in the range of .1 to 50 milliwatts. 

61. EMI Cable Shield Tubing: Flexible metal tubing slipped over the portion of the two Antenna cables 

outside of the spin chamber to provide EMI shielding of the Antenna cable signal. 

62. Antenna Cables: Two flexible signal cables with thick insulation rated for 42 kV are used to connect the 

in chamber mounted Antenna’s output signal to outside of chamber mounted EM Flux Detector’s inputs.  

The high voltage rating for the insulation is needed to prevent arcing to this cable. 

63. EMI Shielded Signal Cable: The signal for indication of the HEEMFG Effect travels from the EM flux 

detector located on spin chamber #4 (room 72) and the APEX high speed data system in the control room 

(room #81).  The signal is transmitted in a single run of about 125 ft. of Belden 9841, 2 conductor twisted 

shielded pair, 24 AWG size, stranded cable routed inside EMI shielding flexible conduit.  These shielding 

precautions ensure EMI does not interfere with the EM flux detector’s output causing false positive 

indications of the HEEMFG effect.  Conduit shielding ground is connected to the spin chamber. 

64. APEX High Speed Data Acquisition System: will record the EM flux detector output signal for primary 

indication of the presence of the HEEMFG Effect.  This system is used for its high sample rate and ease of 

storing and viewing large data files.  The system will be set to record at its maximum sample rate of 200k 

samples/sec (1 sample every 5 µsec).  The APEX system will record EM Flux relative amplitude as a DC 
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voltage versus time.   The system can only resolve the frequency of EM flux signals below 100 kHz; above 

100 kHz, only relative amplitude without frequency information is indicated. 

65.  APEX Protection Unit:  Custom protection circuit to provide overvoltage protection to the APEX 

system.  It is inserted in the EM Flux Detection output signal cable at the input to the APEX system. 

66. Signal Generators: Two signal generators are used to supply simulated signals during bench testing of 

the EM flux detector and antenna performance over the very wide 3 Hz to 3.2 GHz frequency band of 

interest.  For low frequencies, an Agilent model 33220A 20 MHz Function/Arbitrary Waveform Generator 

will be used.   An Agilent model 8648D 9kHz – 4000 MHz Signal Generator has been rented for 

$310/month to cover the high frequency requirements. 

67. Oscilloscope: A Tektronix model TDS 2014C Digital Storage O-scope, 100 MHz, 2GS/s will be used to 

measure the output signal of the EM Flux Detector/Antenna during bench testing. 

Test Equipment 

68. The facility test equipment required to run the test is described below: 

69. Vacuum Spin Chamber #4 is a nominal 59” OD x 41” tall overall steel vacuum chamber located in PSEF 

test room #72.  Chamber #4 is the smallest of the four spin chambers with usable inside dimensions of 24” 

inch diameter opening by 37 inch vertical depth. The pressure wall is 1” thick.  

70. Spin Chamber Lid:  The air motor is mounted to the top side of the spin chamber lid and has a 5” 

diameter center hole for passage of the vertical drive spindle. An integral hydraulic lift makes spin lid 

removal and access to the test vehicle quick and convenient as the overhead crane is not required.   The 

spin lid and air motor assembly can be raised, lowered, and swiveled 180° to facilitate test article 

installation and inspections. 

71. Safety Radial Containment:  Permanently installed 4 inch radial thickness lead bricks inside of a 4 inch 

radial thickness steel ring provide containment of high speed rotor fragments in the radial direction should 

the test rotor fail catastrophically. 

72. Air Motor: Barbour Stockwell Inc. (BSI) 2” model 7890 air motor with a standard damper section is 

used to drive the test article via a 5/16” OD custom drive spindle.  Air motor peak power output is about 

11 KW (90 psig air supply).  The air motor’s turbine rotor is supported in two ceramic bearings and 

transmits torque to the spindle via a ¼” square drive.  A ¼”-28 locknut secures the spindle axially to the 

rotor.   The damper section has a squeeze film style damper, with spring loaded oil cups, to reduce lateral 

vibrations in the spindle. The facility owns two. 

73. Air Compressor: Supplies compressed air to power the 2” air motor that drives the test vehicle.  RSF 

has three centrifugal compressors available for spin testing, each can generate 2600 SCFM @ up to 140 

psig.  About 10% capacity of one compressor is sufficient for this test. 
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74. Drive System Speed Control: Air motor speed control is handled by a Barbour Stockwell TC4 cycle 

controller in conjunction with the SPIN IV software. Using the speed signal (6 per revolution) as feedback, 

the TC4 controls the flow of compressed air supplied to the drive and brake portions of the 2” air motor to 

accelerate and decelerate the test vehicle under automatic control to run the programmed mission cycle 

profile specified for the test.  The air motor can also be operated with in full manual control of the supply, 

drive, and brake air valves. 

75. Air Supply Valves:  Compressed air from the facility 3” supply manifold is regulated through a 2” 

proportional valve and supplied to the air motor; it is distributed via 2” plumbing through two 3” fast 

acting butterfly valves that provide on/off control of the air flow through 1” hoses connected to the brake 

and drive portions of the air motor.  Control air for the valves is sourced from PSEF shop air supply which 

is instrument grade dry air. 

76. Lubrication System:  An external oil lubrication cart is used to supply SHC-824 lubrication oil to the 

bearings and damper section of the drive turbine.  In the event of a power outage, oil pumps are powered 

by a backup generator and/or compressed air driven motor. 

Vacuum System: The test cell housing spin chamber #4 is equipped with one Kinney model KT300 vacuum 

pump with KMBD850 vacuum booster to evacuate the chamber.  It is used to evacuate the test chamber 

to a vacuum level below 1 Torr. 

Facility Instrumentation and Data Acquisition 

77. General instrumentation and data acquisition systems required to run the test are described below. 

78. Rotational Speed Measurement: Rotational speed is measured using the 6 pulse per revolution output 

of a hall-effect sensor reading the air motor’s 6 toothed rotor locknut. There are three sensors installed in 

1/4"-40 threaded ports in the damper section of the air motor; they are spaced at 0° (OEM port), 120°, 

and 220°.   The sensor gap should be set to .035 to .040. The sensors are SPECTEC model 0165A-73102 (or 

the 12" lead wire version 0165A-03C or alternatively a Barbour Stockwell model T-C-3-45); SPECTEC sensor 

is NPN w/internal 3k Ohm pull-up, normally high.  The sensor’s raw pulsed signal is converted to rotational 

speed by a tachometer, Red Lion model RLC462-ND frequency to analog converter, and output as a 4-

20ma analog signal for distribution to the data acquisition systems. The raw speed signal is also sent to the 

console Panel Tach.  Based on testing of the speed measurement system with a function generator to 

simulate rpm, accuracy of speed indication begins to degrade during rpm ramp rates above +/- 30 krpm/s. 

79. Spindle Radial Displacement Measurement: Radial displacement (wobble) of the drive spindle is 

monitored using one eddy-current proximity probe mounted axially positioned about 1” axially above the 

end of the spindle.  The sensor is an SKF model CMSS65 probe with ¼”-28 x 1.2” threaded barrel, a 5 

meter system length, a model CMSS665 driver, and sensitivity of 200 mv/mil. The sensor is gapped at .05” 

from the spindle.  The raw output signal is converted to a 4 to 20 milliamp analog signal proportional to 

peak-to-peak displacement using a vibration transmitter, STI Vibration Monitoring Inc., model 

CMCP540‐200‐MOD3X; this transmitter is a special version designed to provide a ripple free output above 

500 rpm.  This displacement signal is used to trigger an automatic test shutdown when a threshold value is 
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exceeded.  The proximity probe is powered off during EM flux measurement runs to prevent electro-

magnetic interference (EMI); additionally, the probe lead end outside the spin chamber will be 

disconnected and stowed inside an EMI shielding box mounted on the spin lid.    .   

80. Data Acquisition and Signal Conditioning System: A Pacific Instruments model 6000 provides signal 

conditioning used for recording of data and to trigger safety shutdowns.  The system’s single scan mode 

will capture data parameters at a rate of 10 samples/sec per channel into an Excel readable text file.  The 

data system will be set to record during all test activities when the rotor is spinning.  A single text file will 

contain all the runs for a single test day; the test day date is embedded in the filename for easy 

identification.  The data files are archived to the RSF share drive on a daily basis. Note that the sample rate 

on this system is not fast enough to register transient signals from the EM flux detector. 

Strip Chart Recorder:  An Astro-Med strip chart recorder provides a permanent paper record of test rotor 

running history for up to 16 parameters. This provides backup records in case of a Pacific system 

malfunction.  Note that the sample rate on this system is not fast enough to register any transient pulses 

from the EM flux Detector. 

METHOD OF TEST 

81. The spin test will be conducted fully manned, one shift per day, to execute the test matrix given in 

Table 4 below; each test may need to be run multiple times to establish repeatability.  Completing the test 

matrix will require 1 to 3 test days.  Tests will be run with air motor running on compressed air sourced 

from PSEF’s 120 psig shop air supply with the pressure regulated to below 40 psig for better control of the 

unloaded air motor.  The Pacific system in single scan mode will record all the test runs for each day in a 

single date stamped text file.  The APEX system will record individual test runs as separate data files with a 

date and sequential run number embedded in the filename. 

82. Testing will be conducted in two parts as described in test run procedures below: 

Test Run Procedures  

83. Part 1 - Air Motor Functional Checkout and Speed Controller Tuning: The custom test Spindle will be 

run through various speed profiles over a running range of 0 to 70 krpm.  For this testing, the Grounding 

Brush is removed, the Proximity Probe is powered on, and the Dielectric Insulator is removed.  To keep the 

Antenna, Arc Arrestor, and Iron Core cable connections undisturbed during this testing, the Dielectric 

Insulator will be temporarily attached to the underside of the spin lid away from the Spindle.  The air 

motor will be driven with 120 psig shop air (3/4” line) regulated to 5 to 25 psig to improve control by 

slowing air motor acceleration.  Unregulated 120 psig shop air (3/4” line) will supply the air motor control 

valves: brake, drive, main, and the proportional valve.  

84. Use the speed profiles given in Table 4 test matrix, tests 1 through 3, for air motor checkout. The 

objectives of test runs 1 through 3 are to  a) perform a functional check out the control system; b) 

determine the amplitude and frequency (by observing FFT) of spindle radial displacement levels; c) 

determine pressure regulator and control valve settings required to achieve the mission profile 

acceleration rates, and d) tune the control system for the mission profiles.  If problems are encountered 
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running the custom Spindle, testing will continue using a compatible standard spindle.   The cell will be 

prepared for testing using the pre-test checks procedure below. 

 

 

Pre-test checks for Air Motor Checkout 

1. Insure Strip Chart paper record in on. 
2. Insure Single Scan data recording on the Pacific data system is on. 
3. Insure Pacific data system display screens setup for data monitoring. 
4. Insure APEX data system display is ready for data monitoring and recording with correct file 

header and run #. 
5. Insure air motor supply air is sourced from pressure regulated shop air. 
6. Insure air supply regulator at correct pressure setpoint (TBD). 
7. Insure correct overspeed setpoint value of 70.5 krpm is programmed into tachometer. 
8. Measure and record spindle axial TIR at spindle top, radial TIR at spindle top, and radial TIR at 

spindle bottom. 
9. Remove Grounding Brush taking care not to drop #4-40 screw into the rotor. 
10. Confirm there is no hardware left loose on top of the rotor. 
11. Remove Dielectric Insulator and attach on underside of spin lid away from Spindle AND keep the 

rest of the under spin lid test configuration intact.  
12. Confirm High Voltage Power Supply is unplugged. 
13. Confirm EM Flux Detector is unplugged. 
14. Test is ready to run. 

 

85. Part 2 - Spin Test of Charged Test Spindle to Evaluate HEEMFG Effect:  Table 4 test matrix, tests 4 

through 28,  will rotate the test Spindle through various speed profiles working up to the mission cycle 

profiles given in Figure 1, to evaluate the HEEMFG Effect.  Each speed profile is run two times.  The first 

test runs are with an uncharged test Spindle to establish the baseline noise level measured by the EM Flux 

Detector. The second test runs have +43kV applied to the Iron Core to generate a charge on the Spindle.  

Large changes in the EM Flux Detector’s output amplitude relative to the respective baseline that are 

repeatable may be an indication of the HEEMFG Effect.  The APEX data system will be used to monitor and 

record the EM Flux Detector output.   

86. The Spindle grounding method is an experimental setup.  The Grounding Brush is well within its 

surface speed capability up to 100 krpm; however, there is no direct experience at high speeds.  Skipping 

of the Brush at the contact surface at high speed is a possibility; intermittent contact would result in the 

EM Flux Detector giving a false indication of the HEEMFG Effect.  A conservative approach will be taken by 

starting at low target rpm values and working up to the max speed of 100 krpm.  The proximity probes will 

be powered off and the cable ends stowed in the spin lid mounted EMI shielding box. 

87. A corona discharge between the positively (+) charged Iron Core and the nearby negatively (-) charged 

spin chamber surfaces is expected to occur when 43kV is applied.  The corona discharge will be sensed by 
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the EM Flux Detector circuit increasing the baseline noise level of the EM Flux Detector output.  This 

increase in baseline noise level is confirmation the high voltage power supply and EM Flux Detector are 

functioning.  Keying the mic of a walkie-talkie in close proximity to the EM Flux Detector will cause its 

output to spike and is another method for confirming the EM Flux Detector is functioning. 

88. CAUTION:  Energizing the Iron Core with high voltage creates a shock hazard to personnel.  The 

shock hazard is mitigated by insuring the High Voltage Power Supply is powered off AND the DC Power 

Supply’s 115Vac is unplugged prior to working on the spin chamber lid.  

89. Prior to testing, assign one team member as the “High Voltage Boss” to perform High Voltage Power 

Supply Energize and De-energize procedures for the day’s testing. 

90. The following procedures shall be used to mitigate the high voltage shock hazard whenever personnel 

are working around the spin chamber lid mounted hardware or instruments.  Use the Pre-test procedures 

below to prepare the cell for testing. 

 High Voltage Power Supply - De-energize Procedure 

1. Set High Voltage Controller switch to “Power Off”. 
2. Set High Voltage Controller switch to “Disable”. 
3. Set High Voltage Controller ten-turn pot to “0”. 
4. Remove 115Vac power from DC Power Supply. 

 
***Note: Steps 1-3 insure the High Voltage Power Supply is not energized when 115 Vac power is restored 
to the DC Power Supply **** 

High Voltage Power Supply - Energize Procedure 

1. Confirm correct connections of High Voltage Controller cables to High Voltage Power Supply. 
2. Insure High Voltage Controller switch set to “Power Off”. 
3. Insure High Voltage Controller switch set to “Disable”. 
4. Insure High Voltage Controller ten-turn pot set to “0”. 
5. Announce “Clear the cell for High Voltage Power Up”. 
6. Clear cell of personnel. 
7. Plug in 115Vac power to local outlet. 
8. Announce “High Voltage in cell”. 
9. High Voltage Power Supply can now be powered on remotely using High Voltage Controller. 

 

Pre-test checks for Charged Test Spindle Spin Test 

1. Insure Strip Chart paper record in on. 
2. Insure Single Scan data recording on the Pacific data system is on. 
3. Insure Pacific data system display screens setup for data monitoring. 
4. Insure APEX data system display is ready for data monitoring and recording with correct file 

header and run #. 
5. Insure air motor supply air is sourced from regulated shop air. 
6. Insure air supply regulator at correct setpoint (TBD). 
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7. Insure correct overspeed setpoint value of 70.5 krpm is programmed into tachometer. 
8. Confirm a team member has been assigned as the “High Voltage Boss” to perform High Voltage 

Power Supply Energize and De-energize procedures. 
9. Confirm electrical Spindle continuity with earth ground; 
10. Confirm High Voltage Power Supply negative (-) lead continuity with earth ground. 
11. Confirm High Voltage Output Cable is securely connected to Iron Core. 
12. Confirm Arc Arrestor is 20” from Iron Core. 
13. Confirm Arc Arrestor ground wire continuity with earth ground. 
14. Turn on Grounding Brush cooling air jet. 
15. Test is ready to run. 
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Table 4. Test Matrix 

 

Test# Test Name Speed Profile Spindle

Grnd 

Brush

EM Flux 

Detector

Iron Core 

Voltage Chamber 

Vacuum Prox Probe

Grnd 

Brush

Cooling

air Instructions

Air Motor Functional Checkout and Speed Controller Tuning - Dielectric Insulator removed, Prox Probe on, Grounding Brush removed

1 Air Motor Checkout - stair steps 

0 to 70 krpm in 10krpm steps, 

adjusting  air supply from 5 psig custom out off off <.5 torr on off

Air supply to air motor 

sourced from shop air 

with  regulator

2 Air Motor Checkout - mission low sweep 2000 rpm/s: 0 to 70 krpm to 0 custom out off off <.5 torr on off

3 Air Motor Checkout - mission high sweep 5000 rpm/s: 0 to 70 krpm to 0 custom out off off <.5 torr on off

Spin Test of Charged Spindle to evaluate HEEMFG Effect - Target rpm = 20 krpm 

4 Baseline Noise at 0 kV - static static custom in on 0 <.5 torr off/stowed on

5 Charged Spindle - static static custom in on 43 kV <.5 torr off/stowed on

6 Baseline Noise - mission low mission low to Target rpm custom in on 0 <.5 torr off/stowed on inspect gnd brush

7 Charged Spindle - mission low mission low to Target rpm custom in on 43 kV <.5 torr off/stowed on inspect gnd brush

8 Baseline Noise - mission high mission high to Target rpm custom in on 0 <.5 torr off/stowed on inspect gnd brush

9 Charged Spindle - mission high mission high to Target rpm custom in on 43 kV <.5 torr off/stowed on inspect gnd brush

Spin Test of Charged Spindle to evaluate HEEMFG Effect - Target rpm = 50 krpm

10 Baseline Noise at 0 kV - static static custom in on 0 <.5 torr off/stowed on

11 Charged Spindle - static static custom in on 43 kV <.5 torr off/stowed on

12 Baseline Noise - mission low mission low to Target rpm custom in on 0 <.5 torr off/stowed on inspect gnd brush

13 Charged Spindle - mission low mission low to Target rpm custom in on 43 kV <.5 torr off/stowed on inspect gnd brush

14 Baseline Noise - mission high mission high to Target rpm custom in on 0 <.5 torr off/stowed on inspect gnd brush

15 Charged Spindle - mission high mission high to Target rpm custom in on 43 kV <.5 torr off/stowed on inspect gnd brush

Spin Test of Charged Spindle to evaluate HEEMFG Effect - Target rpm = 70 krpm

16 Baseline Noise at 0 kV - static static custom in on 0 <.5 torr off/stowed on

17 Charged Spindle - static static custom in on 43 kV <.5 torr off/stowed on

18 Baseline Noise - mission low mission low to Target rpm custom in on 0 <.5 torr off/stowed on inspect gnd brush

19 Charged Spindle - mission low mission low to Target rpm custom in on 43 kV <.5 torr off/stowed on inspect gnd brush

20 Baseline Noise - mission high mission high to Target rpm custom in on 0 <.5 torr off/stowed on inspect gnd brush

21 Charged Spindle - mission high mission high to Target rpm custom in on 43 kV <.5 torr off/stowed on inspect gnd brush

Spin Test of Charged Spindle to evaluate HEEMFG Effect - Target rpm = 100 krpm

22 Baseline Noise at 0 kV - static static custom in on 0 <.5 torr off/stowed on

23 Charged Spindle - static static custom in on 43 kV <.5 torr off/stowed on

24 Baseline Noise - mission low mission low to Target rpm custom in on 0 <.5 torr off/stowed on inspect gnd brush

25 Charged Spindle - mission low mission low to Target rpm custom in on 43 kV <.5 torr off/stowed on inspect gnd brush

26 Baseline Noise - mission high mission high to Target rpm custom in on 0 <.5 torr off/stowed on inspect gnd brush

27 Charged Spindle - mission high mission high to Target rpm custom in on 43 kV <.5 torr off/stowed on inspect gnd brush

28 Charged Spindle - mission low - max accel

mission low to Target rpm with max 

accel/decel (up to 30 krpm/s) at 

speed setpoints custom in on 43 kV <.5 torr off/stowed on inspect gnd brush  
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Test Operations 

91. Test operations are covered by the Daily Checklist given in Appendix D and the Emergency Procedures 

found in Appendix E. 

INSTRUMENTATION LIST 

92. The list of instrumentation parameters and data system connections required for safe operation of the 

test is given in Table 5.  All parameters are to be recorded at 10 samples/sec by the Pacific data system 

single scan feature. A subset of these parameters will be recorded on a paper chart recorder; the chart 

recorder configuration is given in Table 6.  The EM Flux Detector output along with select parameters will 

be recorded by the APEX system at 200 ksamples/sec. 
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Table 5.  Instrumentation List 

HEEMFG Spin Test

Instrumentation Parameters List
(30 July 2019, rev. 1)

Description Parameter Label

Measurement 

Range Units

Shutdown

Limit S P.

PACIFIC

(10 Hz)

APEX

  (200 kHz)

Chart

Recorder

Tach

Display

BSI

Control

IRIG-B time sync IRIG X X X

Speed at  0° Speed1_(krpm) 0 - 110 krpm > 102 X X X
*

Speed at 120° Speed2_(krpm) 0 - 110 krpm X X X
*

Speed at 220° Speed3_(krpm) 0 - 110 krpm X X

Spindle Displacement X Disp_X_(mils-PtP) 0 - 50 mils_PtP > 30  X X X

Spindle Displacement Y Disp_Y_(mils-PtP) 0 - 50 mils_PtP > 30 X X X

Spindle Displacement X raw Disp_X_raw_(mils) + / -    25 mils X
*

X
*

Spindle Displacement Y raw Disp_Y_raw_(mils) + / -    25 mils X
*

X
*

Chamber Vacuum Vacuum_(torr) 0 - 2 torr >  2 X X X

Chamber Air Temperature T_ChamAir_(F) 0  200 °F >150 X X X

EM Field Flux 

Detector
EMF_Flux_(V) 0 - 10 V X

Supply Oil Temperature T_SupplyOil_(F) 0 - 200 °F > 150 X

Return Oil Temperature T_ReturnOil_ (F) 0 - 200 °F > 175 X

Bearing Oil Pressure P_BrgOil_(psig) 0 - 50 psig <10 X

Damper Oil Pressure P_DamperOil_(psig) 0 - 50 psig <10 X

Balance Air Pressure P_BalAir_(psig) 0 - 50 psig X

Seal Air Pressure P_SealAir_(psig) 0 - 50 psig X

Drive Air Pressure P_DriveAir_(psig) 0 - 150 psig X X

Brake Air Pressure P_BrakeAir_(psig) 0 - 150 psig X X

Supply Air Pressure P_SupplyAir_(psig) 0 - 150 psig X

Vacuum Pump Oil 

Temperature
T_VacPump_Oil_(F) 0 - 200 °F X

X
* 

indicates raw signal

SYSTEM TIME SYNC

ROTATIONAL SPEED

DISPLACEMENT (VIBRATION)

CHAMBER CONDITIONS

"HEEMFG EFFECT" SENSOR

AIR MOTOR

VACUUM PUMP

NOTES:
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DATA REDUCTION PROGRAMMING AND ANALYSIS 

94. Data analysis consists of monitoring real-time display of the EM Flux Detector output and playback of 

the recorded to evaluate the presence of the HEEMFG Effect.   

REPORTING REQUIREMENTS 

95. The planned deliverable consists of a summary report, completed by the test engineer, describing the 

test methods and test results. 

 

RISKS 

 

96. The primary risks to testing are listed below: 

a) Intermittent contact (skipping) of Grounding Brush with Spindle causing false positive indications 

of the HEEMFG Effect. 

b) Mechanical failure or excessive wear of Grounding Brush prevents test completion. 

c) Mechanical Oscillator Effect due to Spindle lateral motions causing false positive indications of 

the HEEMFG Effect. 

 

 

TEST RESULTS 

97. A charged disk, in the form of a vertical drive spindle, was spun in a vacuum spin chamber to evaluate 

the presence of the HEEMFG effect. The spin test was conducted in the RSF spin chamber 4 over four test 

days: 18, 19, 23, and 25 September 2019.  

98. The HEEMFG effect is presumed to emanate from the spindle as RF wave energy.  The HEEMFG effect 

is enabled by spinning the charged spindle to high speeds with rapid acceleration transients, in a vacuum.  

The Principle Investigator also desired vibratory excitation of the charged test disk (spindle); however, the 

tested configuration does not have a method for providing spindle vibration. 

99.  The spin test experiment was performed with the test setup configuration as shown in Figures 3 and 

4.  The test was conducted in two parts, loosely following the Table 4 test matrix.  A 43 kV DC voltage was 

used to generate and maintain a 2.9 x 10E-08 coulomb surface charge on the end of the spindle that 

extends into the spin chamber.  The spindle end outside of the spin chamber was electrically grounded 

using a stationary spring-loaded graphite brush; the brush was air cooled using a jet of dry compressed air. 
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100. Part 1 of the test matrix, Air Motor Checkout, was conducted on the 18th and 19th and recorded 

as APEX data system runs 600 through 613.  The 3” air supply control valves and 3” air supply piping are 

sized for rapid cycling of the air motor to support typical spin chamber cyclic fatigue tests; this control 

setup coupled to an air motor with a very small rotor inertia - just a drive spindle – makes slow accel speed 

control difficult or impossible.  The air motor checkout tests experimented with controlling the air motor 

with air supplied from the ¾” facility shop air supply line at reduced pressures to slow down air motor 

acceleration and provide better speed control.  The best settings allowed speed control to begin at about 

10 krpm. These tests determined that the automated speed control could not follow the desired mission 

low and mission high speed versus time profiles; a best effort manual control of the air valves to control 

speed was the only option.  A speed control system software ‘data record error’ caused frequent test 

shutdowns, ramping the air motor speed to 0 rpm; no fix for this nuisance shutdown was available and 

persisted through all of the testing.  

101. With the spindle installed in the air motor, the total indicated runout (radial) was 0.002 inches as 

measured with a dial indicator at the spindle end.   Air motor operation and spindle rotor dynamics were 

confirmed stable up to 70 krpm.  At speed, spindle radial displacement was synchronous (1 per revolution) 

up to about 40 krpm, with a peak of 11 mils-PtP (0.011 inch peak-to-peak) at 23 krpm, then it transitioned 

to all sub-synchronous whirl motion around 425 Hz with amplitude of 16 mils-PtP at 70 krpm.  Spindle 

dynamics up to 100 krpm was captured during APEX run 745 on the 25th at the end of Part 2 testing; the 

spindle motion at 100 krpm was sub-synchronous at 470 Hz with an amplitude of 24 mils-PtP.  The spindle 

dynamics was consistent with prior “spindle only running” experience. 

102. Part 2 of the test matrix, Charged Spindle Tests to Evaluate the HEEMFG Effect, was conducted 

on the 23rd and 25th and recorded as APEX data system runs 700 through 745.  The tests spun the 

charged spindle to a best effort replication of the mission low and mission high speed versus time profiles; 

the best effort manual speed control was generally able to replicate the high speed setpoints and dwell 

time, but not the acceleration and deceleration rates.  Additional speed versus time profiles that the 

automatic control system could perform and repeat were performed; they included rapid saw-tooth 

shaped profiles and profiles with rapid snaps to high speeds followed by dwell time. 

103. HEEMFG effect indication was given by a change in the EM Flux Detector’s output during rotation 

of the charged spindle relative to the EM Flux Detector’s baseline output for the uncharged spindle.  The 

Detector outputs a -10 to +10 DC volt signal proportional to EM flux strength; the Detector’s zero is 

adjustable and was set at a nominal value of -3.0 VDC for this testing.   Prior to test start, Detector 

operation was verified by keying the transmit button on a walkie-talkie in close proximity to the Detector.  

This generated a pulse of about 2VDC above the Detector’s baseline level which confirmed the Detector 

was working (run 700 and 719). 

104. With the stationary spindle electrically grounded through the graphite brush, the iron core 

voltage was manually ramped up to 43 kVDC to charge the spindle; after some time, which can be tens of 

minutes, corona discharge develops inside the chamber and increases the baseline noise span from about 

.04 V to 0.2 V centered on the -3.1 VDC output.  It was found in runs 706 through 708 that spinning an 

uncharged spindle did not change the Detector baseline noise level.  Noise spikes of varying amplitude are 
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prevalent in the Detector baseline noise when the 43 kV is energized.  The noise spikes are micro-arcs 

caused by the corona discharge; these noise spikes are ignored when interpreting changes in the Detector 

output for indications of the HEEMFG effect.  Also ignored, is a noise spike that occurs when the 43kV 

power supply is turned on to charge the spindle. 

105. Spindle rotation was not started until the Detector baseline noise caused by the corona discharge 

was fully developed and stabilized; the more time that elapsed between charged spindle runs, the longer 

it took.  For some of the testing, the 43 kV remained on between test runs to minimize the time to fully 

develop the baseline level.   

106. Figure 5 below is a screenshot of APEX data system run 739 which includes 10 rapid saw-tooth 

cycles, from low speed to 100 krpm and back to low speed, followed by 150 seconds of dwell time at 100 

krpm with a charged spindle.  Figure 5 is annotated to show the corona discharge noise on the Detector 

output, noise spikes from corona discharge micro-arcs, and to show the noise spike that occurs when the 

high voltage circuit is energized.  There is no shift in the fully developed corona discharge noise when the 

charged spindle is spun through this aggressive speed profile; the interpretation is “No HEEMFG 

Observed”. 

 

 

Figure 5. APEX Run 739  
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107.   On two of the test runs, 711 and 712, the Detector output shifted by +0.1 and -0.1 volts, 

respectively, while the charged spindle was spinning; however, the shift persisted beyond the end of test 

run when the spindle was stationary.  On both of these runs, multiple people reported feeling a mild 

sensation on their skin as they approached the spin chamber immediately after the run; the sensation was 

noticed as far as 10 feet from spin chamber, increasing in intensity near the spin chamber.  The skin 

sensation and the 0.1-volt shift in the Detector output dissipated less than 10 minutes later.  A 0.1 volt 

shift is small, but well within the measuring range of the Detector.  For both runs, because the 0.1 volt 

shift in Detector output persisted after spindle rotation was stopped, the HEEMFG effect was not 

indicated.  There are natural and manmade phenomena that can provide reasonable explanations for both 

the Detector output shift and the anomalous skin sensation experiences. 

108. Test results are tabulated in Table 8 below.  The HEEMFG effect result for each test run is given in 

the column labeled “Interpretation:  HEEMFG effect Observed?”.  Out of the 46 separate test runs, 31 runs 

were used to evaluate the HEEMFG effect spinning the charged spindle through various speed versus time 

profiles.  The HEEMFG effect was not observed on any of the test runs. 

Table 8.  HEEMFG Test Results 

Start 

Time Run#

Iron 

Core 

Voltage Test Name - speed profile

Speed 

Control 

Detector 

DC Noise 

Level Span  

(VDC)

Shift in 

Detector  

DC Level 

 (VDC)

 DC Level Shift 

Interpretation:

Effect 

Observed? Comment

Monday 23 September 2019

931 700 off Detector ops check - static - mic keyed near detector 0 1.9 N/A Detector working

1050 ***Inspected Grounding Brush, spindle res is tance to grnd is  6 ohms, cleaned with a lcohol  , spindle res is tance to grnd 0.4 ohms***

1134 701 off Baseline noise level  - static 0.04 N/A

1139 702 43 kV Baseline Charged Spindle  - static 0.2 N/A

1150 703 43 kV Baseline Charged Spindle  - static 0.2 N/A

1225 705 43 kV Baseline Charged Spindle  - static, ramped 0-43kV-0 0.2 N/A

1228 706 off Baseline noise - bump  to 11 krpm Manual 0.04 N/A

1318 707 off Baseline noise - mission low to 20 krpm Manual 0.04 N/A

1326 708 off Baseline noise - mission low to 20 krpm Manual 0.04 N/A

1335 709 43 kV Charged Spindle  - mission low to 20 krpm Manual 0.2 0 Not Observed

1347 710 43 kV Charged Spindle  - mission high to 20 krpm Manual 0.2 0 Not Observed

1356 711 43 kV Charged Spindle  - mission low to 70 krpm Manual 0.2 0.1 Not Observed

Anomalous indication persisted after 

spindle stopped

1411 712 43 kV Charged Spindle  - mission low to 70 krpm Manual 0.2 -0.1 Not Observed

Anomalous indication persisted after 

spindle stopped

1445 713 43 kV Charged Spindle  - mission low to 70 krpm Manual 0.2 0 Not Observed

1454 714 43 kV Charged Spindle  - mission low to 70 krpm Manual 0.2 0 Not Observed

1506 ***Inspected Grounding Brush, spindle res is tance to grnd is  6.7 ohms, cleaned with a lcohol  twice, spindle res is tance to grnd 5 ohms***

1528 715 43 kV Charged Spindle  - mission low to 70 krpm Manual 0.2 0 Not Observed

1535 716 43 kV Charged Spindle  - mission high to 70 krpm Manual 0.2 0 Not Observed

1543 717 43 kV Charged Spindle  - mission high to 70 krpm Manual 0.2 0 Not Observed

1600 ***Inspected Grounding Brush, spindle res is tance to grnd is  0.6 ohms***

1609 718 43 kV Charged Spindle  - five snaps to 70 krpm Manual 0.2 0 Not Observed  
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Table 8 (continued).  HEEMFG Test Results 

Start 

Time Run#

Iron 

Core 

Voltage Test Name - speed profile

Speed 

Control 

Detector 

DC Noise 

Level Span  

(VDC)

Shift in 

Detector  

DC Level 

 (VDC)

 DC Level Shift 

Interpretation:

Effect 

Observed? Comment

Wednesday 25 September 2019

810 719 off Detector ops check - static - mic keyed near detector 0.04 1.9 N/A Detector working

817 721 43 kV Charged Spindle  - static 0.2 N/A delayed corona development

825 722 43 kV Charged Spindle - mission low to 78 krpm Manual 0.2 0 Not Observed

838 723 43 kV Charged Spindle - mission low to 78 krpm Manual 0.2 0 Not Observed

852 724 43 kV Charged Spindle - mission low to 78 krpm Manual 0.2 0 Not Observed

855 725 43 kV Charged Spindle - mission low to 95 krpm Manual 0.2 0 Not Observed

906 726 43 kV Charged Spindle - mission low to 95 krpm Manual 0.2 0 Not Observed Not recorded

919 727 43 kV Charged Spindle - mission high to 98 krpm Manual 0.2 0 Not Observed

926 728 43 kV Charged Spindle - mission low to 98 krpm Manual 0.2 0 Not Observed

941 729 43 kV Charged Spindle - 10 saw-tooth cycles to 98 krpm Auto 0.2 0 Not Observed

950 730 43 kV Charged Spindle - 6 min dwell at 100 krpm Auto 0.2 0 Not Observed

***Installed New Grounding Brush, old brush had negl igible wear - could not tel l  from new***

1030 731 43 kV Charged Spindle - 8 saw-tooth cycles to 100 krpm Auto 0.2 0 Not Observed Grnd Brush #2 installed

1036 732 43 kV Charged Spindle - dwell time at 100 krpm Auto 0.2 0 Not Observed

1042 ***Switched to RSF facility air compressor  125 psig 3" air supply line  (from regulated Shop Air 3/4" supply line)***

1045 733 43 kV Charged Spindle - stair step 80 k to 100 k rpm with dwell Auto 0.2 0 Not Observed collecting valve offsets for spd control

1050 734 43 kV Charged Spindle - rapid saw-tooth cycles to 100 krpm Auto 0.2 0 Not Observed

1053 735 43 kV Charged Spindle - one saw-tooth cycles to 100 krpm Auto 0.2 0 Not Observed

736 43 kV Charged Spindle - one cycle to 40 krpm Auto 0.2 0 Not Observed

1056 737 43 kV Charged Spindle - 3 rapid saw-tooth cycles to 100 krpm Auto 0.2 0 Not Observed

1058 738 43 kV Charged Spindle - 6 rapid saw-tooth cycles to 100 krpm Auto 0.2 0 Not Observed

1042 ***Increased sensitivity of EM Flux Detector by removing 50 ohm resistor at Detector antenna coil input***

1350 739 43 kV

Charged Spindle - 10 rapid saw-tooth cycles to 100 krpm 

followed by dwell time at 100 krpm Auto 0.2 0 Not Observed

1405 741 43 kV Charged Spindle - mission low to 100 krpm Manual 0.2 0 Not Observed

1411 742 43 kV Charged Spindle - mission high to 100 krpm Manual 0.2 0 Not Observed

1423 743 43 kV Intermittent Charged Spindle - dwell time at 100 krpm Auto 0.2 0 Not Observed

1437 744 43 kV

Intermittent Charged Spindle - 7 rapid saw-tooth cycles to 

100 krpm Auto 0.2 0 Not Observed

1538 745 off Spindle Dynamics - stair step to 100 krpm Manual N/A N/A N/A proximity probe on  
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DISCUSSION 

109. It was critical for evaluation of the HEEMFG effect from the EM Flux Detector’s output that 

electrical contact was maintained between the graphite grounding brush and the rotating spindle at 

negative ground potential.  Any intermittent contact (or skipping) of the graphite brush with the spindle 

would interrupt the high voltage spindle charging circuit and cause the charge on the spindle to fluctuate.  

A fluctuation in spindle charge generates a changing EM flux that would be sensed by the EM Flux 

Detector increasing its output level generating a false indication of the HEEMFG effect.  The connection 

was checked out mechanically with the spindle installed in the air motor by measuring, with a dial 

indicator, the total indicated runout (axial) of the spindle’s grounding brush contact surface; it was very 

good at .0003 inches.  Several times throughout the testing, continuity checks were made between the 

grounded spin chamber lid and the graphite brush and the spindle, the brush was inspected, and the 

contact surface was cleaned with alcohol.  No degradation of the brush was observed. There was no 

practical method for indication of intermittent brush contact during the test; however, because the EM 

Flux Detector’s noise levels with a charged spindle were very stable without intermittent shifts, it is 

reasonable to conclude that the electrical grounding path was maintained and the graphite brush was not 

skipping. 

 

CONCLUSION 

110. The spin test to evaluate the HEEMFG effect was successful in spinning a charged spindle with an 

estimated 2.9 x 10E-08 coulomb surface charge at one end of the spindle, at speeds up to 100 krpm/s with 

acceleration rates in the +/- 30 krpm/s range in a vacuum level of 0.4 torr.  The experimental equipment 

for generating and maintaining the surface charge on the spindle and the instrumentation for detecting 

the HEEMFG effect performed well. 

111. The HEEMFG effect was not observed or disproved in the tested configuration. 
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Appendix B (Spindle Charge Calculation) 

 

 (b)(6)
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Appendix E (Daily Checklist) 

The following daily checklist has been prepared by the test technician. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

The Rotor Spin Facility (RSF), located in the Propulsion Systems Facility (BLDG 2360), performs evaluations 

of aircraft engines, engine accessories, and APU rotating parts and assemblies.  This type of testing creates 

a very dangerous environment in and around the Spin Pit test chambers.  Only properly trained operators 

and technicians can perform this type of testing.   

Due to the various types of testing performed in the RSF, some items of this checklist may not be required 

and should be annotated “N/A”. Review the test directive and annotate or add to the checklist as 

necessary. 

Review the test directive and identify all instrumentation and data acquisition items required for the 

particular test to be performed. Notify the instrumentation support branch for the set-up, calibration and 

the accomplishment of “end to end” checks for all required equipment prior to using this checklist. 

 

CHECKLIST INSTRUCTIONS 

1.  All items of this checklist must be accomplished in sequence, unless identified “NA”. 

2.  Review the emergency procedures for this test to performing any test cell or equipment operation. 

3.  The bold lettered terms, i.e. Warning, Caution and Note, will appear throughout this checklist and must 
be heeded. Each term will indicate the level of additional attention required before the accomplishment of 
the next checklist item or section. The following is an explanation of these terms:  

**WARNING** - A failure to heed a warning may result in personal injury or death if not carefully 

followed or observed prior to accomplishing the next item of the checklist. 

**CAUTION** - A failure to heed a caution may result in damage to equipment if not carefully followed or 

observed prior to accomplishing the next item of the checklist. 

**NOTE** - A note will draw attention to an essential point prior to accomplishing the next item of the 

checklist. 

PRE-TEST SAFETY CHECKS 

1.  In the RSF Control Room, ensure that all three test chamber air control switches are in the "OFF" 
(center) position. 

2.  Turn on the test in progress light for spin pit #1, and the compressor in use light for room 71. 
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3.  Perform a walk-through of all four spin chambers and ensure that the vacuum and compressed air 
manifolds are intact in all four chambers.  Verify that the Main Air Valves (Yellow Ball Valve) is closed in all 
chambers.  Verify that the vacuum manifold isolation valves, and the vacuum pump isolation valves are 
closed in all four chambers. 

  

I.  COMPRESSOR ROOM (Room 71) 

**WARNING** 

Approved hearing and eye safety protection must be worn at all times in the RSF’s compressor room. 

Compressor air control lines are pressurized at all times, even with the RSF compressors not operating. 

1.  Notify  ( ) or  (  of the demand being placed on the process cooling 
water system prior to starting the compressor(s). Normal process cooling water system pressure is 35 to 
75 PSI. 

2.  Ensure large red handled shop air supply valve in the compressor room is closed. 

3.  Inspect the compressor air receiver automatic condensate drain line for damage and that the 
automatic drain is operating. 

4.  Verify the exhaust louvers are open. 

5.  Verify the RSF air dryer ball valves are in the proper configuration.  Refer to the drawing on the wall, or 
in the RSF Operators Guide.  During normal operation when the PSEF shop air compressors are working 
properly, valves will be configured so that the RSF air compressor control air is supplied by the PSEF shop 
air compressors. 

6.  Utilize the Centac Compressor Checklist (located on the front of each compressor) to start the desired 
RSF compressor. 

7.  Verify compressor output is set to 125 psi, and that compressor is operating properly. 

  

II.   TEST CHAMBER AREA HOOKUP AND PRESTART 

Section II of this checklist is accomplished after the test chamber lid, with the test article installed, is 

properly installed on the test chamber and all lines are connected 

**WARNING** 

Approved hearing and eye safety protection must be worn at all times in the RSF’s test cell rooms and 

shop area. 

Ensure that the drive turbine’s compressed air supply line, manual ball valve (Yellow handle located near 

the proportional valve), and the condensate drain valve (located on the air pressure regulator), both 

remain closed when working around the test chamber or connecting/disconnecting the drive turbine drive 

or brake lines!  

(b) (6) (b) (6) (b) (6) (b) (6)
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**CAUTION** 

All hoses utilizing quick disconnects (QD) must be checked for positive engagement before pressurizing. 

This is accomplished by physically tugging on the hoses after connecting them. 

1.  Check the oil scavenge hose for positive QD engagement.    

2.  Check drive turbine bearing oil supply for positive QD engagement.  

3.  Check the damper oil supply hose for positive QD engagement. 

4.  Check all electrical connections for proper connection. 

5.  Verify the drive and brake air lines are properly connected and tight. 

6.  Verify the drive and brake air pressure indicator lines are properly connected and tight. 

7.  Verify the speed probe cannon plugs are properly connected and secure. 

8.  Verify the proximity probe cables are properly connected and secure. 

9.  Verify all thermocouple leads are properly connected and secure. 

10.  Verify that the heat exchanger cooling water valves are open for the heat exchanger on the drive 
turbine oil cart.   

11.  Verify that the drive turbine oil cart is plugged into the red wall receptacle and that the back-up 
compressed air line is connected. 

12.  Turn on the oil cart and verify flow in the oil flow gauges.  Verify that bearing and damper oil 
pressures are both adjusted to 20psi. 

13.  Verify there are no oil leaks. 

14.  Close the spin pit vent valve. 

15.  Verify the valves for the vacuum pump pcw valves are open. 

16.  Utilize the vacuum pump checklist to start vacuum pump(s). 

17.  Start the RSF cooling loop in room 84. The specific start-up instructions are posted in room 84. 

18.  Ensure the proper entries are made in the Vacuum Pump logbook in the control room. 

19.  Open the PSEF shop air valve (located on top of the spin chamber on the wall). 

20.  Verify the balance air pressure is adjusted to value specified in the test plan. 

21.  If the vacuum pumps are properly warmed up, open the vacuum pump isolation valves and begin 
pulling vacuum. 

 

III. CONTROL ROOM PRESTART: 

1.  Verify that the three toggle switches for the Main Air, Brake air, and Drive Air are still in the "Off" 
position. 

2.  Verify that the Pacific is configured for 6 tooth speed nut input. (first day of testing only). 
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3.  Verify that the large tachometer is set to the proper overspeed alarm set point per the test plan.   

4.  Turn on the OpData computer and open the Pacific software.  Click on "Display Definition" and open 
the operators screen. Click on Acquisition.  Click on preview.  Verify that Pacific Data is reading properly. 

5.  Power on the BSI computer and open the Spin IV software. 

6.  Click on "configuration" and select "test parameters" from the drop down menu.  Verify limits are 
correct based on the test plan.  **NOTE** If you have to change any values, you must hit enter after each 
value you change in order to save the change. When all parameters are correct, click on the "Download 
Edits" button. 

7.  Utilize the "configuration" drop down menu to select the "valve offsets" window. 

8.  Utilize the "status" drop down menu to open the "general status" window. 

9.  Utilize the "testing" drop down menu and open the "manual testing" window.   

 

IV. FINAL TEST  CELL CLOSE UP 

1.   In the test cell, open the large yellow main air supply valve.  

2.   In the test cell, double check all oil and water lines to ensure no leaks. 

3.  Clear the chamber of all personnel 

4.  Close and secure all test cell doors. Ensure outside doors are locked 

5. Verify the "Test in Progress" light and the equipment in use lights are on for spin pit #1 and the 
compressor room. Visually verify all lights are operational.  

6.  Verify that the Astromed recorder is open to the correct file and that the green arrow is illuminated 
indicating strip chart operation. 

7.  Increment the Pacific Single Scan file and begin recording. 

8.  You are now set up and ready to test.  Follow the procedures in the HCF operators guide and the test 
plan for specific instructions related to this test.  Utilize this checklist for test shutdown and cell close-up 
at the completion of testing. 

 

V.  END OF DAY SHUTDOWN AND CELL SECURITY 

1.  Verify that test article RPM has reached "0" and place all three air control toggle switches in the "Off" 
position. 

2.  Stop the Astromed recorder and the Pacific Single Scan. 

3.  In the spin chamber, inspect the top of the spin lid for any signs of leaks or damage. 

4.  Close the PSEF Shop air valve to secure balance air. 

5.  Close yellow main air valve. 

6.  Close the vacuum pump isolation valves, and follow the vacuum pump checklist to turn off the vacuum 
pump(s). 
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7.  Open the 2" ball valve to vent the spin chamber. 

8.  Turn off the cooling system in room 84. 

9.  Utilize the Centac checklist to turn off the RSF air compressors. 

10.  Secure the Drive Turbine Oil Cart and unplug the electric plug. 

11.  If testing is scheduled to continue the next day, it is not necessary to close any further valves. 

12.  Follow the instructions provided for disconnected and removing spin pit lid. 

13.  Turn off the "Test-In-Progress" and "Equipment-In-Use" lights. 
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Appendix F (Emergency Procedures) 

 

The following procedures shall be followed for the emergency scenarios detailed below: 

 

Scenario # 1: Loss of speed control: Due to a problem with instrumentation or control hardware, the test 

article no longer responds to control inputs or safety limits.   

o Stop Test 

 Test Abort:  Hit abort in the Spin IV software or the red abort button on the TC-4 twice to 

bring the speed to zero rpm. 

 Manual Mode: Centering the three speed control toggle switches will cut off air from the 

drive and brake lines.  Toggling the main air and brake air switches to “Manual” will 

allow for a manually controlled deceleration to a stop. 

 Emergency Stop Button: If the other methods fail to stop the test article, the red E-Stop 

button on the control panel will prevent the rotor from continuing to accelerate (coast 

mode). 

o Troubleshoot Control Problem 

 

Scenario # 2: Loss of Speed Indication: Due to an instrumentation problem, there are either no speed 

indications or the indications are different between the two probes.   

o Stop Test 

 Test Stop:  Hit abort in the Spin IV software or the red abort button on the TC-4 to bring 

the speed to zero rpm. 

 Manual Mode: Centering the three speed control toggle switches will cut off air from the 

drive and brake lines.  Toggling the main air and brake air switches to “Manual” will 

allow for a manually controlled deceleration to a stop. 

 Emergency Stop Button: If the other methods fail to stop the test article, the red E-Stop 

button on the control panel will prevent the rotor from continuing to accelerate (coast 

mode). 

o Troubleshoot Control Problem 
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